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[RACE DIRECTOR GO]
This document describes the implementation of Race Director Go with a beginning to end example.
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Intro
This document takes you through an example of a race where you wish to incorporate live results into
your event using Race Director Go. Race Director Go gives you all of the features of Run Sign Up results,
but without the requirement that you use Run Sign Up as your source of registration data. There are
only 3 basic steps in the process ‐ setup, maintaining participant data and live results publishing.
Optionally, you can also produce participant ID labels that include a QR code for scanning directly to an
individual level URL for a personal smart‐phone result.

1 ‐ Race Director Go Setup
In Tailor ‐> Options, go to the Partner Setup screen and select Race Director Go as the Integration
Partner. Enter your Run Sign Up User ID and Password and use the "Assign" button. If you do not have
a user account at Run Sign Up, you will see a link for creating a user account.

Combining Race Director Divisions
Occasionally, you will have multiple divisions in Race Director for registration purposes, but for results
reporting, you will want these multiple divisions combined. In the race shown in this flow, there are
some examples of linked divisions. Combining divisions into a single "result set" at RSU is done using the
Race Director "Linked Divisions" capability. It is best if you do the linking prior to setting up the race at
RSU. Below is an example of how we've linked division 2 to division 1.
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Creating the Race at RSU
Since, in our example, the race has not been created at RSU, you can create it directly from the "Assign"
screen by entering the information on the right side of that screen and using the "Add Current..."
button. When using this process, be sure you've created all of the RD Divisions you intend to use for this
race as this process will automatically create corresponding RSU Events.
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URL ‐ this is only the tail end of what will become a full URL. For example, if the name of your race is
"The Fremont Frostbite 5K and 10K", consider a URL something along the lines of "fremontfrostbite".
The "Auto" button will create one for you ‐ constructed from your race name.
As you are setting up the race, answer "Yes" for every RD Division that you want activated for live
results.

Answer "No" for any RD Division that you do not want included when publishing live results.

You will receive a prompt once all divisions are mapped asking if you want participants loaded.

This process will also create any relay or aggregate teams that you have defined. Additional participants
or participant data changes can be uploaded from the Update ‐> Participants screen ‐ which is covered
later in this document.
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When you are returned to the Partner Setup screen, you'll notice some additional information.

Participant Adds/Changes
This setting is critical to defining the data flow direction between Race Director and RSU. This setting
should remain unchanged unless RSU race day tools such as the check‐in kiosks are used. With this
setting in “Push” mode, you will not be allowed to use the Race Director / RSU integration for importing
participant data from RSU. If this setting is changed to “Pull” mode on race day to make use of RSU
check‐in functions, you will receive warnings if you attempt adding or changing data in Race Director.

Results Credits
You will see your credit balances for both Results and Notifications. Use the "Purchase Credits" link if
there are fewer result credits than the number of finishers you expect across the divisions you're
publishing live results for. If you're enabling Notifications, make sure your Notification credit balance is
high enough to cover the number of participants that sign up for notifications.

Notifications
If you're going to allow notifications (text messages), participants must go through a sign‐up process.
The link for this is shown just to the right of the setting. If you right‐click on this link, the URL needed for
notifications is copied to your clipboard. You must provide this link on the race website or via email to
the participants. At the bottom of this page is an "Embed" link ‐
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When you select this, it gives you the exact HTML syntax needed for including an embedded link for
notifications on the race website.

Links
The links for the Race Director Go Race page and Race Results page are also given. A right‐click on either
link send the URL to your computer's clipboard for copying to your web page or participant email
message. Using the "Race Dashboard" link will take you directly to the RSU Race Dashboard.
If you are unfamiliar with how to do additional configuration of a Run Sign Up race (adding a race logo
for instance), they can be contacted via email to give you a general orientation ‐
mailto:info@runsignup.com.
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2 ‐ Uploading New Participants
Looking at the Race Page for this race, we see the single RD division for this simple race which we
included when adding this race. At RSU a division is listed as a RSU Event ‐

If we switch to the Dashboard for this race, we'll see there are no registered participants.

Teams
Teams are managed at RSU by "Group Type". For team relay, there will be a RSU Group Type for every
Race Director Relay Division. For standard teams (managed in Tailor ‐> Teams), there will be a RSU
Group Type for every Team Classification.

Live Mode
Since there will never be registrations created at RSU for this race, the participant data setting on the
Partner Setup tab in Tailor ‐> Options should always be set on “Push to RSU”.
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Participant Data Uploads
If you are not using Live Mode or you have imported participant data from other sources since the race
has been established at RSU, you can use the "Upload" button from the task bar in Update ‐>
Participants to send participant data in bulk to RSU.

At the top of the next screen you'll see the RD Divisions and the RSU Events that are aligned with them.
Use the setting for not uploading the T‐Shirt sizes as RSU Giveaways.
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The upload screen is designed to pick up where the last upload left off ‐ so this process can be run daily
(or more often) in the days / weeks leading up to the race.
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3 ‐Participant ID Labels with QR Codes (optional)
QR Codes Created by Bib Number Supplier
If you want to provide each participant with a QR Code, the best practice is to have the bib number
supplier print this directly on the bibs. To do so, they will require the details of the URL (below). When
you provide the URL, replace the "rrrrr" you see in the example below with the Race Director Go race
number. Also, instruct the supplier to replace "bbbbb" with the corresponding bib number.
https://runsignup.com/Race/Results/rrrrrr/IndividualResult#bbbbb
For this race, "rrrrr" would be replaced with 4229.

QR Coded Produced on Race Director Participant ID Labels
The setup shown below will produce a Participant ID Label in Race Director that includes a QR code.
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When using the "Setup QR Code" button you will encounter a couple of prompts. Answer "Yes" to the
first prompt ‐

For the second prompt ‐
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Yes ‐ This will produce a QR code that is programmed to take the participant directly to their own
personal result. Below is a sample of what it might look like on a smart phone.

If you answer "No" ‐ This will produce a QR code that is programmed to take the participant to a page
designed specifically for the Event (RD Division) that they are registered in. See the example below.
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4 ‐ Uploading Results
Basic Flow
RSU Events
There are important Race Director to RSU linkages shown on the Tailor ‐> Divisions screen. The first
number refers to the RSU Event ID and the second is the RSU Results ID. Usually, there will be a unique
set of numbers for each RD division.

The exception is when Linked Divisions are use in Race Director. In this example, we have division 2
linked to division 1, so when we look at division 2, we'll a different Event Number, but the same Results
ID.
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Results Publishing
The results upload is designed to be entirely imbedded into standard RD results entry processes. When
you go to the chip results import screen, use the Settings button to manage how the upload is
processed.

On the next screen you manage these settings.

Preliminary ‐ Use this setting if you want the result set sent to RSD to be flagged as "Preliminary
Results".
Results Data – Incremental mode results in faster publishing cycles in very large races. In Incremental
mode, the data sent during the results publishing cycle is only the new results since the last time the
publishing happened. If number of participants is fewer than 500 not much is gained and it’s
recommended that you keep this setting on Full Refresh. When using the Incremental mode while the
race is ongoing, it’s highly recommended you change this setting to Full and do a final publish after the
last results have been imported.
DNF ‐ This setting only applies to multiple segment races. When the setting is on, anyone completing at
least one split will have a result sent to RSU. If the participant does not have a finish result, there will be
no overall, gender, age group ranking assigned, but all completed split times will be reported. If you
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wish to how the non‐finishers in order by the number of splits and time, you must use the setting to
assign a placement to non finishers.
Suppress Settings – If you do not want to track finish placement by gender at RSU, there is a setting for
this. You can also suppress the Age Group placement from showing at RSU. You must have the setting
on to show results for participants that you have disqualified in Race Director.
Notifications – If you publish results on race day prior to the race, it’s recommended that you disable
the sending of Notifications. These settings will not be enabled for races where you do not have RSU
notifications activated. If you attempt to republish results on any date after the race date, you will get a
prompt in Race Director asking if you want notifications disabled.
Clear Results at RSU – Use this to clear away any results used in testing before the live event.
Result Set Templates – Used to define the columns shown on the result finish list.
Back on the Chip Results Import screen, the setting "Auto After Import" is the most efficient. You do
nothing else beyond doing your normal results import. At the end of each import, the calculated
placements, times and paces are automatically posted to the RSU server.
If you switch the setting to "Manual", you're given a button so that you can send the results on your
own schedule ‐

Age Groups and Top Finishers
What we configure in Race Director for Age Groups and Top Finishers become Divisions at RSU. What
you see when you run the RD Age Group report should match perfectly with how you see Division
finishers at RSU.
For Age Groups, this setting is critical in the integration ‐
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It determines how many show in the division list at RSU.

For Top Finishers, the short description is important for how the band is identified in the RSU finish list
and the male / female setting drives the number that show in the division detail.
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Double dipping is allowed, but when you use this, full results must be sent to RSU with each upload
(Incremental is now allowed).

Finish List at RSU with double dipping ‐
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Displaying Team Name
When uploading results to Race Director Go, Race Director will publish the team name with each
participant that is entered on a team. A team name will be uploaded regardless what type of team race
you are scoring (relay or traditional teams).
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5 ‐ Race Director Kiosk Integration
If you are a user of the Race Director Kiosk screens, these screens can connect directly to Race Director
Go for both participant information and results. It is not necessary for the kiosk computers to be
networked to the Race Director scoring computer ‐ but, it's required that these computers have an
Internet connection.
It is important that you have basic race tailoring set on the kiosk computers (Divisions, Age Groups, etc),
but it is not necessary for the kiosk computers to have all participants loaded. This allows you to get the
kiosk computers set up early on the day of the race ‐ even prior to having race day registrations entered.
Restore the race backup onto the kiosk computers and they are ready to go.
When you start up the Kiosk screen, you will see the prompt shown below.

From this point on all participant and results data will be pulled directly from the RSU servers that host
Race Director Go. All participant updates (adds and changes) as well as results entered on the scoring
computer are uploaded naturally to Race Director Go. The kiosk computers are able to make use of this
updated data immediately after the scoring computer does the posting.
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